Abstract. We construct a family version of symplectic Floer cohomology for magnetic cotangent bundles, without any restrictions on the magnetic form, using the dissipative method for compactness introduced in [24] . As an application, we deduce that if N is a closed manifold of finite type and σ is a magnetic form that is not weakly exact, then the π 1 -sensitive Hofer-Zehnder capacity of any compact set in the magnetic cotangent bundle determined by σ is finite.
Introduction
The study of geodesic flows on Riemannian manifolds is one of the oldest and richest fields in conservative dynamics. A natural generalisation is the notion of a magnetic geodesic flow, which models the motion of a charged particle in a a magnetic field.
This motion is described as follows. Let N be a closed manifold with cotangent bundle π : T * N → N. Let λ denote the Liouville 1-form on T * N. Then ω = −dλ is a symplectic form on T * N. Now take a closed 2-form σ on N (representing the magnetic field). We build from σ a new symplectic form:
We call ω σ a magnetic symplectic form, and we refer to the the symplectic manifold as a magnetic cotangent bundle (the name "twisted cotangent bundle is also often used). Fix a Riemannian metric g = ·, · on N. Let E g : T * N → R denote the autonomous energy Hamiltonian given by the Riemannian metric: (1) E g (q, p) := 1 2 |p| 2 .
We denote by X σ,g the vector field dual to dE g under ω σ :
ω σ (X σ,g , ·) = dE g (·).
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Denote by ϕ t σ,g : T * N → T * N the flow of X σ,g . We call ϕ t σ,g a magnetic geodesic flow. Note that if σ = 0 then ϕ t 0,g is the standard (co-)geodesic flow of g.
As in the Riemannian case, by a magnetic geodesic on N, we mean the projection of a flow line of ϕ t σ,g to N. A magnetic geodesic is periodic if it is the projection of a closed orbit of ϕ t σ,g . A magnetic geodesic q(t) is said to have energy e if the corresponding flow line γ(t) of ϕ t σ,g satisfies E g (γ(t)) = e. We say that a magnetic form σ is weakly exact if the lift of σ to the universal cover of N is exact. This distinction will be important in our results.
The systematic study of particles in magnetic fields was initiated by Arnold and Moser in the 1960s, and continued by Katok, Mather, Novikov, Taȋmanov and others. A comprehensive survey can be found in the introduction to [16] and in [22] ; see also [21] for a expository account. There have been many different approaches to the attacking problem, and we will briefly outline two such methods that are relevant to the current paper. We emphasise that this is not by any means an exhaustive list-for example, there is large and important body of literature that deals with low energy levels that we do not discuss here.
In the weakly exact case it is possible to use variational methods. These were pioneered by Contreras [15] . Indeed, when σ is weakly exact, there is a certain "critical" energy level c(σ, g), called the Mañé critical value. The dynamical behaviour of the magnetic geodesic flow varies dramatically depending as to whether one is above or below the critical value. The following result is due to the second author. Theorem 1.1 ( [30, 32] ). Let (N, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold and σ ∈ Ω 2 (N) a weakly exact 2-form. Then for almost every 0 < e < c(σ, g), there exists a contractible periodic magnetic geodesic q with energy E g (q) = e.
In the case c(σ, g) < ∞, Theorem 1.1 was proved earlier by Osuna [33] , and in the case where σ is already exact Theorem 1.1 was proved by Contreras in [15] . Theorem 1.1 was improved by Asselle and Benedetti in [6] , who replaced the energy Hamiltonian E g from (1) with an arbitrary Tonelli Hamiltonian (i.e. a uniformly convex functions that grows superlinearly on the fibres).
We remark that if dim N = 2, much stronger results can be shown via variational methods (see for example [16, 2, 1, 5, 7] ).
In a different direction, in recent years it has also been possible to use various flavours of Floer homology to study twisted cotangent bundles [14, 31, 9, 18, 10, 19, 23] . All of these approaches only work for weakly exact σ, apart from Benedetti's work [10] , which also tackled the case of S 2 . In this article, using the compactness results developed by the first author in [24] , we remove the weakly exact assumption and develop a general symplectic cohomology for magnetic cotangent bundles. This allows us to extend Theorem 1.1 to the non weakly exact case, see Corollary 1.10 below.
Remark: During the course of the preparation of this article, Benedetti and Ritter released [11] , which proves similar results to ours in the case for surfaces. In addition, Benedetti and Ritter are working independently on the general case [12] , which no doubt will have considerable overlap with our results.
The main contribution of the present paper is the study of the symplectic cohomology SH * (T * N; ω σ ) of an arbitrary magnetic cotangent bundle. For the relevant definitions see Section 3 below. Theorem 1.2. Let N be a closed manifold and let σ ∈ Ω 2 (N) denote a closed 2-form. The symplectic cohomology SH * (T * N; ω σ ) is welldefined. Moreover, there is an isomorphism of rings:
.
Here SH * (T * N; ω) τ (σ) denotes the normal symplectic cohomology of T * N, but with coefficients twisted by the transgression of σ. This was originally defined by Ritter [35] . Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.2 is a corollary of Theorem 5.1 below which constructs a symplectic cohomology sheaf over H 2 (N), with stalk over [σ] ∈ H 2 (N) given by SH * (T * N; ω σ ). This is a closed string instance of family Floer cohomology. In fact, the argument is reminiscent of that of [4] . For the argument to work it is essential that we consider symplectic cohomology associated with Hamiltonians which are asymptotic to the function |p|. See remark 1.5 below for more on this. We also need to allow the Hamiltonians to be small on arbitrarily large compact sets. This means we are working with a strictly non-quantitative version of symplectic cohomology. The deformation of quantitative Floer-theoretic invariants under deformation of the symplectic structure is less well behaved and has been studied in [45] . Remark 1.4. While the applications in this paper are focused on the twisted cotangent bundles, the proof of Theorem 1.2 only uses the fact that the cotangent bundle is conical at infinity and that the twisting form is scaling invariant. Thus, the theorem holds more generally for symplectic manifolds with end modeled on the positive end of the symplectization of a contact manifold and with the symplectic form deformed by a 2-form which is scaling invariant near infinity. Remark 1.5. We comment on the relation of the construction of symplectic cohomology in Theorem 1.2 to the notion of "universal" symplectic cohomology in [24] . In [24] a universal directed system is constructed for any geometrically bounded symplectic manifold (M, ω), associating a Floer cohomology with quite general Hamiltonians which are proper and bounded from below. Furthermore, to each semi-group H ⊂ C 0 (M), there is associated a ring SH * (M; H, ω). The semi-group which enters in the definition of symplectic cohomology in Theorem 1.2 is that consisting of Hamiltonians which are asymptotic to the function |p| = p 2 i . This choice of H is crucial. In fact, if one considers, e.g, functions asymptotic to |p| 2 , a counter example can be found by considering the example of N = T 2 . Then it is shown in [19] that considering H(p, q) = a|p| 2 the Floer homology HF * (H) can be made to vanish in any given degree by taking a large enough. In particular, for H = {nH} we have SH * (T * N; {H}, ω σ ) = 0. On the other hand we have in this case that H n− * (LN) τ (σ)⊗τ (w 2 (N )) = 0. We conclude this remark by noting that the in our applications below of the vanishing of symplectic cohomology to finiteness of the HoferZehnder capacity and to non-embedding of certain closed Lagrangians, it suffices to establish vanishing for whichever choice of H.
By adapting work of Abbondandolo and Schwarz [3] , Ritter proved: Theorem 1.6 (Ritter [35] ). There is an isomorphism
This time the term on the right-hand side denotes the homology of the free loop space LN with twisted coefficients. Corollary 1.8. Let N be a closed manifold of finite type and let σ ∈ Ω 2 (N) denote a closed 2-form that is not weakly exact. Then the symplectic cohomology vanishes:
This result has immediate applications to the existence of magnetic geodesics. We will phrase this result in terms of the π 1 -sensitive HoferZehnder capacity. See Section 8 for the pertinent definitions. Proposition 1.9. Let N be a closed manifold of finite type and let σ ∈ Ω 2 (N) denote a closed 2-form that is not weakly exact. Then the π 1 -sensitive Hofer-Zehnder capacity of any compact set K ⊂ T * N is finite. Proposition 1.9 is a special case of Theorem 8.2 in Section 8. It is worth emphasising that this a general claim which holds whenever there is a vanishing symplectic cohomology. Another such setting is a symplectic manifold M satisfying c 1 (M) = 0 and carrying circle action generated by a Hamiltonian which is proper and bounded from below [24, Lemma 9.11] .
Finiteness of the π 1 -sensitive Hofer-Zehnder capacity implies almost everywhere existence of contractible periodic orbits [27, Chapter 4, Theorem 4] . This gives the following statement, which extends Theorem 1.1 to the non-weakly exact case when N has finite type. We emphasise that if a manifold N admits a non-weakly exact 2-form σ then necessarily π 2 (N) = 0. Corollary 1.10. Let (N, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold of finite type and let σ ∈ Ω 2 (N) denote a closed 2-form that is not weakly exact. Then for almost every energy level e > 0, there exists a contractible periodic magnetic geodesic q with energy E g (q) = e. Remark 1.11. The hypothesis in Corollary 1.10 that σ is not weakly exact is a necessary one. Indeed, suppose N admits a metric g of non-positive sectional curvature 2 then there are no non-constant contractible geodesics. This corresponds to σ = 0, which is vacuously weakly exact. In this case the Mañé critical value satisfies c(0, g) = 0, so Theorem 1.1 is not contradicted. Remark 1.12. It is also possible to use vanishing of symplectic cohomology to prove the existence of two contractible periodic magnetic geodesics in a given energy level if one additionally assumes that the first one has the property that all its iterates are transversally nondegenerate. This uses properties of the BV operator on symplectic cohomology. See for instance [11] for details.
Our results also imply existence results for non-contractible periodic orbits, without additional assumptions. The next result is proved as Theorem 8.7 in Section 8.
, N] be a non-trivial free homotopy class. Let A ⊂ (0, ∞) be an open set such that there are no periodic magnetic geodesics q with length ℓ g (q) ∈ A. Then if µ denotes the Lebesgue measure, one has
The main idea is that by the sheaf property of symplectic cohomology alluded to in Remark 1.3, the symplectic cohomology for the non-magnetic case can be obtained from a chain complex generated by magnetic geodesics via an appropriate algebraic tweak of the Floer complex.
Remark 1.14. We comment that for generic g a much stronger statement can be shown by more elementary methods. Namely, for each non-trivial free homotopy class a there is a magnetic geodesic for all high enough energy levels. In the non-generic case Proposition 1.13 permits the existence of an infinite sequence of "gaps", i.e, open intervals of levels for which there are no periodic orbits in a given class. We do not know whether this actually occurs. It is also natural to ask whether Proposition 1.13 can be upgraded to a statement concerning Biran-Polterovich-Salamon capacities. In this connection we point to [23] for related results.
Finally, one can also use vanishing of symplectic cohomology to obtain obstructions to Lagrangian embeddings in magnetic cotangent bundles. Here is an application of this principle, which is proved as Theorem 8.6 in Section 8. Proposition 1.15. Let N be a closed manifold of finite type and let σ ∈ Ω 2 (N) denote a closed 2-form that is not weakly exact. Suppose i : L ֒→ T * N is a closed Lagrangian embedding.
The proof uses the fact that if L is H * -injective the machinery of [20] If S ⊂ N is a closed submanifold then the conormal bundle C * S ⊂ T * N consists of pairs (q, p) such that p| TqS = 0. Thus if S is a point q then C * S = T * q N, and if S = N then C * N is the zero section. One checks easily that C * S is a Lagrangian submanifold of (T * N, ω σ ) if and only if σ| S = 0; moreover H * (S; Z) → H * (N; Z) is injective if and only if H * (C * S; Z) → H * (T * N; Z) is injective. In this case the vanishing of symplectic cohomology then gives almost everywhere existence (with respect to energy) of magnetic chords that start and end in C * S whenever σ| S = 0 and S is H * -injective.
Outline: In Section 2 we present various preliminaries on the geometry of magnetic cotangent bundles. In Sections 3-7 we construct the symplectic cohomology groups SH * (T * N; ω σ ) and prove Theorem 1.2. Finally, Proposition 1.9, and Proposition 1.13 and Proposition 1.15 and are proved in Section 8.
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Preliminaries
2.1. The geometry of magnetic cotangent bundles. We begin by collecting some elementary results on the geometry of magnetic cotangent bundles.
Let N denote a closed manifold and π : T * N → N the cotangent bundle. We write a point x ∈ T * N as a pair x = (q, p), so that q ∈ N and p ∈ T * q N. Denote by λ ∈ Ω 1 (T * N) the Liouville 1-form, defined by
We will denote as before ω := −dλ, which we refer to as the canonical symplectic form on T * N. Fix a Riemannian metric g = ·, · on N, and denote by ∇ the Levi-Civita connection on g. The metric gives an isomorphism T N ∼ = T * N, and it what follows we will wherever convenient abuse notation and regard this isomorphism as an identification. The metric also determines a vector bundle isomorphism
Strictly speaking, the right-hand side is the vector bundle π
where κ : T T * N → T * N is the connection map of the Levi-Civita connection. Given a curve x(t) in T * N, writing x(t) = (q(t), p(t)), the connection map κ is given by
and thus the isomorphism (2) is identifieṡ
We will use the notation ξ ∼ = (ξ q , ξ p ) to indicate that a tangent vector ξ ∈ T T * N is identified with the pair (ξ q , ξ p ) ∈ T N ⊕ T * N under this splitting. A vector ξ with ξ q = 0 is called vertical and a vector ξ with ξ p = 0 is called horizontal. This splitting allows us to define a natural Riemannian metric g on T * N, called the Sasaki metric, by setting
The symplectic form ω can be written in terms of this splitting as
Let us now reintroduce the magnetic form σ. Associated to σ and g we obtain a map F = F σ,g : T N → T N, classically called the Lorentz force, which is defined by
In terms of the splitting (2), one has
Thus the vertical vectors still form a Lagrangian distribution on T T * N, whereas the horizontal ones do not. The presence of a Lagrangian distribution implies that magnetic cotangent bundles, like normal cotangent bundles, have vanishing first Chern class (cf [39, Example 2.10]):
The first component of ψ −1 , namely, the function r := ln |p|, is referred to as the radial coordinate determined by the metric g. Let
then, in the coordinates determined by ψ, α is translation invariant, the Liouville form is given as e r α and the canonical symplectic form is
An ω-compatible almost complex structure J is said to be conical at infinity if it is invariant on P * N under translations of the radial coordinate, preserves ker α ∩ ker dr, and satisfies dr • J = α. Denote by g J,ω the metric ω(·, J·). Then on P * M, we have
where for a 1 form β we write β 2 := β ⊗ β. Define a metric on the sphere bundle S * N by
Then letting t 2 := 4e r we can rewrite the metric on P * N as
In summary, we have proven Lemma 2.1. The metric g J,ω is isometric to that of the cone over S * N equipped with the Riemannian metric g S .
As a particular consequence, the metric g J,ω has bounded geometry. We summarise various features we shall need.
(a) The distance of a point on P * N to the unit sphere bundle is given by the function t − 2. Observe that the function |p| is thus, roughly, the square of the distance. In particular, g Jt,ωtσ is quasi-isometric to g J,ω , and thus geometrically bounded. Such an almost complex structure will be referred to as roughly conical near infinity.
Remark 2.2. We remark that asking an ω-compatible almost complex structure to be conical at infinity makes no requirements (other than compatibility) on the interior of D Remark 2.3. Rescaling the metric alters the magnetic geodesic flow. The concerned reader might worry that the main dynamical applications Corollary 1.10 is only valid for these rescaled systems. Luckily this is not the case. Indeed, whilst Theorem 1.2 requires us to rescale the metric, Proposition 1.9 is valid for any compact set. Thus we can rescale back to obtain Corollary 1.10 for any magnetic geodesic flow. Similarly Proposition 1.13 is purely an asymptotic statement, and thus is also not affected by rescaling.
2.3. Radial Hamiltonians. Given a smooth symmetric function h : R → R, we define a Hamiltonian H = H h,g : T * N → R by
Fix ξ ∈ T (q,p) T * N and write ξ =ẋ(0) for a curve x(t) = (q(t), p(t)). Then
From (3) and this computation we see that if we write
We denote by
the set of one-periodic orbits of X H,σ . For the special case h(u) = 1 2 u 2 , these are called magnetic geodesics (since in this case H agrees with the Hamiltonian E g from (1)). It follows from (7) that a loop x(t) = (q(t), p(t)) belongs to P = P(H, σ) if and only iḟ
Since F is anti-symmetric, one sees that if x = (q, p) ∈ P then |p(t)| is constant, and hence so is |q|. Thus given x = (q, p) ∈ P there exists e, u ≥ 0 such that |q| = e and |p| = u, with h ′ (u) = e. Thus
Given such a x, let γ(t) := q(t/e) so thatγ ∈ SN, the unit tangent bundle. Then γ is e-periodic and satisfies
Lemma 2.4. Suppose h(r) = ar + b and suppose that a is not the period of a closed geodesic of g. Then there exists u > 0 such that every element x = (q, p) of P(H h,g , σ) satisfies |p| ≤ u.
Proof. If not we obtain a sequence u k → ∞ and a sequence γ k of unit length curves, all of which are a-periodic, which satisfy
Thus in the limit we obtain an a-periodic unit length curve γ satisfying ∇ tγ = 0, i.e. an a-periodic closed geodesic.
In practice, we will typically work with Hamiltonians which take the form (6) outside of some compact set of T * N. Of course, for such Hamiltonians, Lemma 2.4 is still valid. The next lemma compares X H to X H,σ .
Lemma 2.5. Suppose H is linear at infinity. Let σ be a magnetic form and denote by X H,σ the Hamiltonian vector field of H with respect to ω σ . Then with respect to any roughly conical almost complex structure we have for any
Proof. Choosing local coordinates {q i } on the zero section, and considering equation (7) we see that
Note that the coefficients of the Lorentz force in the coordinates {q i , p i } depend only on the q i . Applying it to the unit vector in the direction of p we get a linear combination of the vectors ∂ p i with uniformly bounded coefficients. With respect to a conical almost complex structure, the vectors ∂ p i are decaying since they are ω 0 -dual to the scaling invariant fields ∂ q i .
2.4.
Interlude: Novikov rings. In this section we cover some preliminaries on Novikov rings that will be useful later on. We recommend [17, Chapter 1] for a more detailed treatment. We give the definitions only in the special cases that will prove useful for us. Let Γ be a torsion-free finitely generated abelian group. The vector space H 1 (Γ; R) = Hom(Γ; R) is thus finite-dimensional, and we denote by b 1 (Γ) its dimension.
Let K be an integral domain, and suppose φ ∈ H 1 (Γ; R). The Novikov ring Λ K φ (Γ) is defined as the set of all formal sums γ∈Γ r γ e γ where the coefficients r γ ∈ K, e is a formal variable, and the elements γ ∈ Γ and satisfy the Novikov finiteness condition:
For all c > 0 the set {γ ∈ Γ | r γ = 0, φ(γ) < c} is finite. If φ = 0, then it is clear Λ K φ (Γ) depends only on the half-line in H 1 (Γ; R) determined by φ, that is, for any r > 0 one has
In order to keep the notation less cluttered, we will often omit the K from our notation and just write Λ φ (Γ). If Γ is a subgroup of R and φ is the inclusion we will just write Λ(Γ).
The following result is due to Sikorav and Hofer-Salamon [26] . A detailed proof can be found in [28, Lemma 3.4] . Lemma 2.6. Let K be an integral domain, let Γ be a torsion-free finitely generated abelian group, and let φ ∈ H 1 (Γ; R). Then the Novikov ring
Remark 2.7. It is useful also to consider the case Γ = R (which is not finitely generated!) We call this universal Novikov ring which we also write as Λ
The sequence 0 → ker φ → Γ → φ(Γ) → 0 splits, and this gives rise to an isomorphism of rings [40, p1591] :
A detailed proof can be found in [28, Lemma 3.1] . We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.8. Let K be an integral domain, let Γ be a torsion-free finitely generated abelian group, and let φ ∈ H 1 (Γ; R). Then the Novikov ring
Proof. The group ker φ ≤ Γ is a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group, and hence the group ring K[ker φ] is another integral domain, see for instance [34, Chapter 3] . The result now follows from (8) and Lemma 2.6.
In general Λ φ (Γ) need not be a principal ideal domain, even if K is. It also follows from (8) that there is a well defined ring homomorphism
and thus we can always regard Λ φ (Γ) as a module over Λ(φ(Γ)). We remark that if φ is identically zero then we have
is a polytope (i.e. the convex hull of finitely many points). We now introduce a generalisation of the Novikov ring, which we denote by Λ K Φ (Γ), which also appeared in recent work of Zhang [45] . In the case Φ = {φ}, this reduces to the previously defined Novikov ring Λ K φ (Γ). This material will be needed in Section 5.1 below. Definition 2.9. Let K be an integral domain, let Γ be a torsion-free finitely generated abelian group, and let Φ ⊂ H 1 (Γ; R) be a polytope. We define the Novikov ring Λ For all c > 0 and φ ∈ Φ the set {γ ∈ Γ | r γ = 0, φ(γ) < c} is finite.
In fact, it follows from an argument analogous to [45, Lemma 7.4 ] that if Φ has vertices φ 1 , . . . , φ m then
and thus Λ Φ (Γ) is also an integral domain. Note we can regard Λ Φ (Γ) as a Λ φ i (Γ)-module, and thus also a
In fact, it will be convenient for us to consider a variant of this definition, where we replace Γ by a quotient group arising from elements in the common kernel of Φ. To this end, set
and let Γ Φ := Γ K Φ . It can happen that K Φ reduces to {0}, even when Φ is not of full dimension (meaning that the dimension of the linear span of Φ is less than b 1 (Γ)). One has
and we denote byΦ :
which is then a polytope in H 1 (Γ Φ ; R). This gives another Novikov ring Λ
The following statement is immediate from the definitions.
Lemma 2.10. Let K be an integral domain, let Γ be a torsion-free finitely generated abelian group, and let Φ ⊂ H 1 (Γ; R) be a polytope. Let Γ Φ andΦ be as above. Then:
is simply the ring of analytic functions to the universal Novikov ring which converge on Φ. The evaluation of an analytic function f at a point φ ∈ Φ is obtained through the homomorphism e γ → e φ(γ) .
Loop spaces and transgressions. Let
denote the free loop space of N, and let LT * N denote the free loop space of
We insist that γ 0 is a constant loop and that γ −a (t) = γ a (−t). The loop γ a (resp. q a ) will always be taken as the basepoint when referring to
to be the composition
where the first map is induced by the evaluation LN ×S 1 → N, (q, t) → q(t), and the second projects onto the Künneth summand. Explicitly, if k ∈ H 2 (N; R) and σ is a closed 2-form with [σ] = k, then a closed 1-form τ (σ) ∈ Ω 1 (LN) representing the cohomology class τ (k) is given by
Let i a : L a N → LN denote the inclusion. A two-form σ is weakly exact (i.e. it lifts to an exact form on the universal cover of N) if and only if i * 0 τ [σ] = 0, i.e. if the 1-form τ (σ) is exact when restricted to the space of contractible loops.
2.6. Covers of the loop space. Let β ∈ Ω 1 (LN) denote the a closed 1-form. Define
Let L β N → LN denote the covering space of L a N with deck transformation group Γ β . An element of L β N is an equivalence class [q, w] of a pair (q, w), where q ∈ LN and w : [0, 1] → LN is a path from q to q a (where q belongs to the free homotopy class a and q a is our earlier fixed reference loop) and the equivalence relation is given by
, By definition of the cover L β N, the 1-form β pulls back to an exact form in L β N.
We remark that the cover L β N (and all the related objects) only depend on the half-line in H 1 (LN; R) determined by [β] . There is an analogous cover L a β T * N of the free loop space of the cotangent bundle of N, where we use the reference loops γ a . This cover makes the one form π * β exact, and makes the following diagram commute:
The reader may supply the details. We are interested in the case where β = τ (σ) is the transgression (10) of a closed 2-form σ on N. In this case we write I σ , Γ σ and L σ N instead of I τ (σ) , Γ τ (σ) and L τ (σ) N respectively. Note that in this case we have
where we think of w as a map w :
Moreover since ω σ = −dλ + π * σ belongs to the same cohomology class as π * σ, the cover L σ T * N of LT * N can also be thought as the cover corresponding to the kernel of I ωσ .
Let Γ denote the image in H 2 (N; Z) Tor represented by maps from spheres and tori. Then using the notation from Subsection 2.4, we can think of I σ as an element of H 1 (Γ; R). Then Γ σ = Γ ker I σ (consistently with (9)). This gives us a Novikov ring Λ σ .
2.7. Homology with local coefficients. Next, we use σ to build a system of local coefficients on LN. Let us briefly recall the relevant definitions. We recommend [44, Chapter 6] for more information.
Suppose X be a path connected topological space admitting a universal cover, and let R be a commutative ring. A local system of Rmodules on X is a functor C from the fundamental groupoid of X to the category of R-modules. Thus to each point x ∈ X, C associates an R-module C(x), and if u is a path in X from x to y then C associates to u an isomorphism C(u) : C(x) → C(y), such that C(u) only depends on the path homotopy class [u] , and such that C(u * v) = C(v) • C(u) (here * denotes concatenation of paths) and finally such that C(ct) is the identity map for any constant path ct. The homology of X with local coefficients in C can be thought of as the equivariant homology groups of X with respect to π 1 (X):
Going back to the previous setting, any class b ∈ H 1 (LN; R) defines a local system of Λ univ -modules on LN, where Λ univ is the universal Novikov ring from Remark 2.7.
Pick a closed 1-form β representing the given class b. Given a path u in LN from say, q 0 (t) to q 1 (t), the desired isomorphism
Strictly speaking this only makes sense for differentiable u , but one can homotope u relative to its ends to achieve this, and since β is closed the resulting value of the integral is independent of the choice of homotopy.)
This definition depends on a choice of closed 1-form β to represent b. However different choices give rise to an isomorphic local systems (which thus have isomorphic homology).
As with the previous subsection, we are solely interested in the case where b = τ [σ] is the transgression of a closed 2-form σ ∈ Ω 2 (N) (and then we take β = τ (σ)).
The following statement is due to Ritter [35, 36] . A manifold N is said to be of finite type if all higher homotopy groups π n (N) for n ≥ 2 are finitely generated.
Theorem 2.11 (Ritter) . Assume that N has finite type. Let σ ∈ Ω 2 (N). If σ is not weakly exact then the twisted loop space homology vanishes:
To extend this to the entire loop space LN, one uses the fact that the twisted homology groups H * (LN; C τ (σ) ) carries a unital ring structure [36, Theorem 10 
) and thus vanishing of the homology of the contractible component implies vanishing of the entire loop space homology.
For the remainder of this paper, we will abbreviate the cumbersome notation H * (LN; C τ (σ) ) by H * (LN) τ (σ) . This is consistent with eg. Theorem 1.7 from the Introduction.
Floer theory for dissipative Hamiltonians
3.1. The action functional and its gradient flow. In this section we construct a Floer theory for dissipative Hamiltonians on noncompact symplectic manifolds, following the approach the developed by the first author in [24] . Although in the present paper we are only concerned with magnetic cotangent bundles, we will work in a somewhat more general setting here. To this end, let (M, ω) be a non-compact symplectic manifold satisfying c 1 (M) = 0. As before we denote by LM the free loop space of M.
As in Section 2.6, the two-form ω determines a homomorphism
and hence a cover L ω M → LM, whose elements are pairs (γ, w), where A is a homotopy class of paths connecting γ to a fixed reference loop in the given free homotopy class containing γ. Similarly I ω also gives us a Novikov ring Λ ω .
For a smooth function H : S 1 ×M → R and for any t ∈ S 1 denote by X Ht the unique vector field satisfying dH(t, ·) = ω(X Ht , ·). Fixing base loops on the components of LM, define a functional A H : LM → R by
the covering map, let
This is the same as the critical point set of A H . Eachγ ∈ P ω (H) carries an index i rs (γ) which is well defined up to a global shift for each homotopy class of loops. Namely, for each homotopy class a fix a trivialization of γ * a T M. Then ifγ = (γ, w) trivialize γ * T M along w by extending the trivialization along γ a and take the Robin-Solomon index of γ with respect to this trivialization.
Given an S 1 parameterized family of almost complex structures J t on M, the gradient of A H (γ) at γ is the vector field
along γ. Note that the gradient field is independent of the choice of base paths. A gradient trajectory is a path in (a covering of) loop space whose tangent vector at each point is the negative gradient at that point. Explicitly a gradient trajectory is a map
We refer to such solutions as Floer trajectories.
3.2.
Dissipative Floer data and a-priori C 0 estimates. Definition 3.
1. An ω-compatible almost complex structure J on M is said to be uniformly isoperimetric if the associated metric g J is complete and there are constants δ and c such that any loop γ satisfying ℓ(γ) < δ can be filled by a disc D satisfying Area(D) < cℓ(γ) 2 . If J is merely ω-tame, we add the requirement that, for some c > 1,
Remark 3.2. The criterion is satisfied for J compatible if g J is geometrically bounded, namely, it has sectional curvature bounded from above and radius of injectivity bounded from below.
Remark 3.3. It is clear from the definition that if g J 0 is uniformly isoperimetric and g J 1 is equivalent to g J 0 then g J 1 is also uniformly isoperimetric.
The significance of the condition comes from the following result, where for a J-holomorphic curve u : S → M we denote by E J (u; S) the energy E J (u; S) := S u * ω. We omit both the J and the S when they are clear from the context. 
Henceforth let J be ω-tame and uniformly isoperimetric. Let H : S 1 × M → R be proper and bounded from below. Assume the Hamiltonian flow of H is defined for all times. This certainly holds for time independent Hamiltonians as well as for Hamiltonians satisfying ∂ t H < aH + b for some constant a, b.
Definition 3.5. Consider the manifoldM := M × S 1 × R with the 2-form ω H := ω + dH ∧ dt. The 2-form ω H together with the obvious projection π :M → R×S 1 define a horizontal distribution onM which we denote by p → H p . Let J H be the almost complex structure onM determined by the following conditions (a) J H is split with respect to the splitting
J H can alternatively be described in matrix form by
Observe that J H is compatible with (resp. tamed by)ω H if J is compatible with (resp. tamed by) ω.
Our interest in the almost complex structure J H stems from the fact that there is a bijection between Floer trajectories and J H -holomorphic sections ofM → R × S 1 given by taking a trajectory to its graph. This allows us to apply the Monotonicity Lemma to Floer trajectories. Definition 3.6. We say that the pair H, J is strongly dissipative if the following two conditions are satisfied (a) The metric on g J H determined onM byω H := ω H + ds ∧ dt and J H , is uniformly isoperimetric. (b) There is an ǫ > 0 and a compact subset K ⊂ M such that any loop γ : S 1 → M which is not contained in K must satisfy
Remark 3.7. The last condition is satisfied if the Lyapunov time of the flow is uniformly bounded and there are a compact set K ′ and a constant ǫ
We will see in Theorem 4.1 below that these conditions are satisfied for linear Hamiltonians on the magnetic cotangent bundles.
For Floer trajectory u let
We have the following property established in [24] . 
for any pair s 1 < s 2 ∈ R. Combining the two estimates gives rise to K ′ . We now rely on condition (a) and apply monotonicity to obtain an estimate on the diameter of u(s, ·) for any s. For this consider the restriction of the graphũ of u to [s − 1, s + 1] × S 1 . Considered as a J H holomorphic map, it has energy estimated by E(u) + 2π. Moreover, sinceũ is a section, ifũ(s, t) meets a point inM , the boundary [s − 1, s + 1] × S 1 maps to the complement of the ball of radius 1 centered at that point. Thus, monotonicity gives an a-priori estimate on the number of disjoint unit balls intersected by u(s, 0). As a consequence, using standard constructions, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.10. For (H, J) dissipative, there is a well defined differential on the complex CF * (H, J) generated by the critical points ∈ P ω (H). It is a module over the Novikov ring Λ ω . This gives rise to the Floer homology HF * (H; J). The valuation on CF * (H, J) gives rise to an induced valuation on HF * (H; J).
Henceforth, without further notice, any Hamiltonian is proper and bounded from below. 
where c is a constant such that
We also have a an almost complex structure J H which is compatible withω H and is defined as in Definition 3.5 above only this time allowing H, J to depend on s.
Definition 3.11. Let (H i , J i ) be strongly dissipative. We call a continuation Floer datum (H s , J s ) interpolating them dissipative if for each (s, t) ∈ R × S 1 there is a neighborhood U ⊂ R × S 1 and an exhaustion K i of M such that for some δ > 0 the metric determined byω H and J H is uniformly isoperimetric on the product of U with a δ neighborhood of ∪ ∞ i=1 ∂K i . Remark 3.12. Note that in this case we do not require that the associated metric be uniformly isoperimetric on all ofM. The reason is that one cannot in general expect there to be an interpolating Floer datum satisfying such a requirement.
Note again that by definition if a given continuation datum is dissipative, so is any continuation datum which sufficiently close to it. Proof. The only difference to the previous case is in the application of monotonicity. Namely, we only have monotonicity for points on ∂K i . This is sufficient to obtain an a-priori estimate on the number of ∂K i met by u(s, ·).
Theorem 3.14. Let (H 1
which is functorial with respect to ≤. Moreover, if H 2 − H 1 is bounded, the continuation map is an isomorphism.
Proof. We restrict ourselves to the case where there is a fixed Riemannian metric g such that g J 1 , g J 2 are both equivalent the metric g. This is the generality we will need for our application. The more general statement is proven in [24] .
and, for any (s, t) ∈ R 2 we have ∂ s f ≥ 0. Fix a point x ∈ M and let g : M → R be a smoothing of the distance function to x. Let J s be a family of almost complex structures interpolating between J 0 and J 1 and such that g Js is equivalent to J. Let
is a dissipative Floer datum interpolating between (H 0 , J 0 ) and (H 1 , J 1 ). Thus the moduli space of corresponding continuation solutions is compact. Moreover, since dissipativity is open with respect to uniform convergence, we perturb to obtain a regular moduli space required to define the continuation map.
Given a family of dissipative Floer data, a standard construction in Floer theory produces a chain homotopy. It is also standard to obtain functoriality with respect to ≤.
To show independence of choices we need to show that any two dissipative Floer data can be connected by a family. This is an obvious variant of the construction of continuation Floer data which is carried out in [24] . We do not need access to the details of this construction for our later purposes.
Finally, for the last statement, observe first that in the particular case H s = H 0 + c(s) and J s = J the claim is straightforward. Let C > H 1 − H 0 . Considering this and the functorial maps associated to the inequalities
we deduce that the natural maps are isomorphisms.
A particular consequence of the last theorem is that HF * (H, J 1 ) = HF * (H, J 2 ) provided H is dissipative with respect to both J 1 and J 2 . We therefore drop J from the notation henceforth.
Symplectic cohomology rings.
We now proceed to define operations of Floer theory associated to punctured spheres. We shall focus on the product. Denote by Σ 0,1,2 the thrice punctured sphere together with a choice of cylindrical coordinates near each puncture, identifying one of them with the half cylinder R + × S 1 an the other two with the half cylinder R − × S 1 . We refer to these as positive and negative punctures respectively. For i = 1, 2, 3 and Floer data (H i , J i ) satisfying H 3 ≥ H 1 + H 2 , a product datum is a pair (H, J) where J depends on z ∈ Σ 0,1,2 , H is a 1-form with values in Hamiltonians such that the restriction near the ith puncture is the Floer datum (H i dt, J i ) and such that there is a constant a for which the M dependent 2-form dH x + aω Σ 0,1,2 is positive. Writing H = F dt + Gds, the last condition is just
When trying to mimic the discussion of dissipative Floer data from the previous section, we run into a new difficulty in that the Poisson bracket {H, H} = {F, G}ds ∧ dt does not have to vanish. If it is not bounded, then in general one cannot turn the corresponding connection 2-form into a non-degenerate form by pulling a 2-form from the base. We avoid this issue by only directly defining the product when H i is a multiple of a given Hamiltonian H outside a compact set. Thus we assume (H i , J i ) is strongly dissipative, that outside a compact set, H i = a i H for some integer a i and that a 3 ≥ a 1 + a 2 . An interpolating product Floer datum is called dissipative if the condition of the previous section is satisfied mutatis mutandis.
A particular case is obtained by considering a closed 1-form α on the pair pants equal to ndt, mdt, (n + m)dt on the respective boundaries. We then consider the Floer datum (Hα, J s ) for J an appropriate domain dependent Floer datum on the pair of pants. The corresponding Floer datum is automatically dissipative since it is locally of the same for as the standard Floer equation. We can achieve regularity by perturbing within a compact set.
Assuming regularity, this defines an operation * :
by counting appropriate Floer solutions. This is abuse of notation and it is understood that the Hamiltonians are in fact slightly perturbed. We now proceed to use this to define the symplectic cohomology ring. We call a Hamiltonian dissipative if there is a J such that (H, J) is dissipative. Let (H i , J i ) be a sequence of dissipative Floer data such that H i+m ≥ H i + H m and such that g J i is equivalent to a fixed Riemannian metric g. We define
More generally, let H be a family of Floer data (H, J) of dissipative Floer such that for all (H, J) ∈ H, J is equivalent to a fixed metric and suppose H is closed with respect to addition. Then we define SH * (M; H) by taking the direct limit over H. Now suppose that H contains a cofinal sequence of dissipative Hamiltonians (H n , J n ) where n ranges over the natural numbers. Then
Under this assumption we define a product * on SH * (M; H) induced by * as defined above. We then have the following two theorems. We refer the reader to [24] for proofs. * N where N is a closed manifold. We will work with Hamiltonians which are radially linear at infinity in the sense of Subsection 2.3, that is, Hamiltonians H of the form H(p, q) = a|p| + b for some constants a, b outside of a compact set. We shall consider also roughly linear Hamiltonians obtained from linear ones by a sufficiently C 2 small perturbation.
Theorem 4.1. Let H be linear at infinity with slope a which is not in the period spectrum of the (non-magnetic) geodesic flow, let J be conical, and let σ be a magnetic form. Then (H, J) is dissipative for ω σ .
We remark that the period spectrum of the geodesic flow is always a closed nowhere dense subset of R + (see for instance [38, Proposition 3.7 
]).
Proof. We first prove the associated Gromov metric is uniformly isoperimetric. The latter property is implied by bounded geometry which for σ = 0 is established in [24, Example 5.19] . Being uniformly isoperimetric is stable under metric equivalence. By Lemma 2.5 we have that J X H,σ is arbitrarily close (with respect to a conical metric) to X H . Moreover ω σ becomes arbitrarily close to ω. So, the corresponding Gromov metrics are uniformly equivalent (in fact, the equivalence constant converges to unity).
It remains to show condition (b) of Definition 3.6. By Lemma 2.5 the time 1 magnetic flow becomes arbitrarily close to the geodesic flow. But the geodesic flow satisfies the condition (b) whenever the slope is not in its period spectrum.
Remark 4.2. Note that it is essential in the last argument that we are considering a linear Hamiltonian. The time 1 magnetic orbit of a quadratic Hamiltonian bears no relation to the that of the ordinary geodesic flow.
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that if H is the collection of functions on T * N which, for some constants a, b outside of a compact set coincide with the function ae r + b then symplectic cohomology groups SH * (T * N; H, ω σ ) are well defined (we have added the ω σ to our notation since we will shortly investigate the dependence of these groups on the choice of σ).
4.2.
The relation with Viterbo's symplectic cohomology. First however let us clarity an important point. For this we temporarily denote the "usual" symplectic cohomology (as originally defined by Viterbo [43] ) of T * N with respect to the standard symplectic form ω = −dλ by SH Viterbo (T * N; ω). A priori, it is not clear that our symplectic cohomology groups agree with SH Viterbo (T * N; ω). Nevertheless, this is indeed the case, as the following result shows. Theorem 4.3. Let H be the collection of functions on T * N which, for some constants a, b outside of a compact set coincide with the function ae r + b. Then
Proof. SH Viterbo (T * N; ω) is defined as a limit over Floer homologies defined using Hamiltonians from H and conical almost complex structures. These Floer data have been shown above to be dissipative, so to prove the claim it remains to show that the continuation maps on both sides coincide. In [43] continuation maps are defined using families H s where H s = h s (e r ) outside of a compact sets and ∂ s (h ′ s ) ≥ 0. Call such a family admissible. Admissible families are not automatically dissipative, but to prove the claim it suffices that for any regular H 1 ≤ H 2 ∈ H there is an admissible family which is also dissipative. For this, in the proof of Theorem 3.14 take the function g to be e r/2 instead of the distance function to a point. The rest of the construction then creates a dissipative Floer datum which is also admissible.
Deformation of Floer homology
5.1. The extended Floer-Novikov complex. As in Section 2.6, let Γ denote the image in H 2 (N; Z) Tor represented by maps from spheres and tori. Suppose that K is a polytope in H 2 (N; R). The collection {I k | k ∈ K} determines a polytope Φ K ⊂ H 1 (Γ; R), as in Definition 2.9. We abbreviate the quotient Γ Φ(K) simply by Γ K , and we denote the associated Novikov ring Λ
Let us denote by L K N and L K T * N the abelian covers of N and T * N with deck transformation group Γ K . By construction, these covers have the property that if [σ] ∈ K then the transgressed form τ (σ) pulls back to an exact form on L K N.
Let (H, J) be strongly dissipative with respect to some ω σ , where σ may or may not belong to K. Denote by P K (H) ⊂ L K T * N the set of lifts of the periodic orbits of H with respect to ω σ . The action of Γ K restricts to an action on P K (H). Moreover, V := K P K (H) is a finitely generated free module over
Each σ ′ ∈ K gives rise to an action filtration A H,ω σ ′ on V . We define the Floer chain complex CF * (H, J, ω σ ; K, K) as the intersection of the completions of V with respect to any of these filtrations.
We may try to define a linear operator d ω on CF * (H, J, ω σ ; K, K) by counting Floer trajectories in the usual way. The Floer trajectories are defined with respect to the Hamiltonian flow determined by ω σ . The only difference to the ordinary Floer complex is in the multi-finiteness condition determined by K.
In general, d ω is not well defined as an operator from CF * (H, J, ω σ ; K, K) to itself. Our main result, Theorem 5.1, gives conditions when it is.
The main theorem.
In this section we state the main result of the present paper. The proof is deferred to Section 6.3.
be a smooth section. Namely, for any k ∈ K, σ k is a 2-form representing k, and σ k varies smoothly with k. Then there exists a set H K of Floer data (H, J) such that H is linear at infinity, J is conical and satisfying the following properties. 
which is well defined upon restricting K → K ′ for any K ′ ⊂ K and induces a chain homotopy equivalence
(f ) The induced map on homology commutes with continuation map HF * (H 1 , k) → HF * (H 2 , k) for H 1 ≤ H 2 and preserves the Floer theoretic operations such as the product and the unit.
Twisted symplectic cohomology.
We recall the definition of twisted symplectic cohomology from [35] . Namely, given a Floer datum (H, J) the ω σ -twisted Floer complex is CF * (H, J; Λ σ ) = CF * (H, J) ⊗ Λ σ and the differential is altered by weighting each Floer trajectory u by e u * ωσ . Twisted continuation maps are defined similarly. This gives rise to twisted symplectic cohomology SH * (T * N; Λ σ ). We then have the following result of Ritter, which was also stated as Theorem 1.6 in the Introduction.
In this section we aim to prove Theorem 5.3. For H ∈ H K and ω the canonical form we have
In particular, we have isomorphisms of rings,
Proof. Given a pair of magnetic forms σ 1 , σ 2 we use Theorem 5.1 to relate the symplectic cohomologies SH * (M; H, ω σ i ) for i = 1, 2. Taking K to be the interval connecting σ 1 and σ 2 , pick a section of Ω 2 (N) over K agreeing with σ 1 , σ 2 at the respective endpoints. Let H ∈ H K . By Theorem 5.1 there is a sheaf of chain complexes on K, say, CF (H, K, k) for some k ∈ K, which is locally free over the sheaf of Novikov rings and such that HF * (H, ω σ i ) is obtained by restriction to the points σ i . Different choices of k give rise to chain homotopic complexes.
Denote by
, formal sums of lifts of periodic orbits with coefficients in K. The stalk CF (H, σ i , k) is the completion of V k,σ i with respect to A H,ωσ i . This can alternatively be described as follows. For each periodic orbit γ i pick a liftγ i to the cover
This is canonical up to the covering action of Γ σ i . In the particular case that σ 1 = 0 and σ 2 = σ we obtain
Considering Λ σ as a local system of coefficients we see, unwinding definitions, that the differential on CF * (H, σ, k) is obtained from that on CF * (H, 0, k) by twisting coefficients. The claim follows. of s for |s| ≫ 1, J s,t is compatible with ω σ 0 for s near −∞ and with ω σ 1 near ∞. We denote by
the set of smooth maps u : R×S 1 → T * M which satisfy the parametrized Floer equation
and such that w 1 = u#w 0 . The energy of u is defined via the s dependent metric determined by ω σs and J σs . Namely,
By a standard identity for time dependent gradient flow, we have the following equation for any
Write w s := w 0 #(u| (−∞,s]×S 1 ). The last term in the energy identity can be rewritten as
Control of the last expression is the key to establishing compactness of the moduli spaces and thus the well definedness of continuation maps. But first, we must show that energy control indeed guarantees compactness.
Theorem 6.1. Let J s be roughly conical at infinity and let (H, J i ) be strongly dissipative for both ω σ 0 and ω σ 1 . For any E > 0 there is a compact set K E ⊂ T * M such that any continuation trajectory
of energy less than E maps into K E .
Proof. Each component of the complement of a slight thickening of [0, 1]×S 1 is contained in an a-priori compact set by strong dissipativity. See Remark 3.9. Let J X H ,σs denote the almost complex structure on M × [−ǫ, 1 + ǫ] × S 1 determined by J s and the vector field X H,σs . Outside of a large enough compact set we have that |ω σ s ′ − ω σs | is arbitrarily small for any s, s ′ . Thus for each fixed s 0 , ω σs 0 tames J X H ,σs for s ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, all these metrics are equivalent to the metric determined by ω σ 0 and J X H ,σ 0 . It follows that each of these metrics is uniformly isoperimetric. Moreover, the energy of any trajectory u on [−ǫ, 1+ǫ]×S 1 ∩u −1 (M \K) for K large enough is approximated by the energy in any of these metric. The standard monotonicity argument thus implies an a priori estimate on u([−ǫ, 1 + ǫ] × S 1 ).
6.2.
A-priori energy estimates. We now specialize to the following case. Let f : R → [0, 1] be smooth and satisfy f (s) = 1 for s ≥ 1 and f (s) = 0 for s ≤ 0. Let σ s = f (s)σ + σ 0 and let J σs be a family of ω σs -compatible almost complex structures which are roughly conical at infinity. The right hand of (12) specializes to
The first term in the rightmost expression may seem strange at first sight, but it accounts for the fact that the action difference is not invariant under shifts of the base loop. This is harmless as Floer's equation is invariant under such shifts. We need to control the rightmost term. In general this can not be achieved. We will show however that it can be achieved for functions which near infinity are of the form a|p| + b = ae r + b for a which is not in the period of a closed (nonmagnetic) geodesic, and which is C 2 small on a large enough neighborhood of the zero section. We will prove the next result in Section 7 below. Theorem 6.2. Fix a Riemannian metric g on N and a conical almost complex structure J on T * N. For each a ∈ R which is not in the period spectrum of the geodesic flow, there is a family of linear Hamiltonians H ρ a,g all of which have slope a near infinity and which are monotone decreasing in ρ and such that the following holds. There is a constant C = C(a, ρ, J) which is monotone decreasing in ρ, satisfies inf ρ C(a, ρ, J) = 1 and such that for ρ ∈ R + and any (H ρ g,a , J)-continuation Floer trajectory from σ 0 to σ 1 we have
Moreover, the estimate is robust with respect to C 2 -small perturbations of H and a perturbation of J to one that is metrically equivalent. Remark 6.3. The parameter ρ controls the size of the compact subset over which the slope of H is kept small.
We formulate a variant of the Theorem 6.2 for a continuation which involves simultaneously varying H and σ.
Remark 6.5. Taking s 0 to the limits ±∞ in the last Theorem corresponds to concatenating two continuation maps, one fixing σ, the other fixing H, the order determined by whether we are taking the limit to negative or positive infinity.
At last, we formulate a variant involving the pair of pants. We consider Floer data (H ρ a i , J i ) for i = 1, 2, 3 where a i are integers and a 3 = a 1 + a 2 , we fix a product Floer datum (H, J) interpolating them on Σ 0,1,2 which outside of a compact set is of the form (Hα, J) for an appropriate Hamiltonian H and closed form α. We let g : Σ 0,1,2 → R be a proper function with negative ends mapping to −∞ and the positive end to +∞. Let g s 0 (s) := g(s + s 0 ). For an s dependent magnetic form σ s we obtain a family σ z on Σ 0,1,2 by pulling back via any of the g s 0 . Note that moving s 0 to −∞ has the effect of first applying the magnetic continuation and then the product, while moving s 0 to ∞ has the effect of doing the same in the reverse order. Theorem 6.6. There exists a product Floer datum H such that the statement of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 remain true upon replacing the cylinder by the pair of pants, replacing H by H and taking σ to be the family pulled back by g s 0 . The resulting constant C can be taken to be independent of s 0 .
6.3.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We now prove our main result, using the (as yet unproved) results from the previous section.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. As our set H K we consider pairs constructed as follows. First choose g, J so that π * σ ∞ < 1/4 (cf. Remark 2.2). Then for any a not in the period spectrum pick H = H ρ a,g with ρ such that C(a, ρ, J) < 2. Clearly H K is cofinal and H K ⊂ H K ′ . As remarked above, we alow H ρ to be slightly perturbed giving the openness property.
To say that d H,ω k is well defined over K ′ is to say that given a formal sum x of critical points satisfying the finiteness conditions imposed by K ′ , dx will satisfy the same finiteness conditions. Applying the estimate (14) to trajectories where σ does not vary, we deduce that an ω σ 0 Floer trajectory of energy E decreases the ω σ 1 action by at least E/2. Indeed, for i = 0, 1 write ∆ i := ∆A H,σ i for the action differences along a Floer trajectory u. Then
Since the number of Floer trajectories of energy ≤ E emanating from a finite set of orbits is finite, this implies the claim. We now define the continuation map
with the matrix coefficient for the pair [γ
given by counting the corresponding continuation moduli space. The finiteness of this count follows from (14) by the estimate (13) . Namely, writing
we obtain
A collection [γ i , w i ] with i running over the periodic orbits of H with respect to ω generates CF (H, K, k 1 ) over the Novikov ring. Taking C = max i w i * σ we obtain the inequality
which implies E(u) ≤ 2(∆A + C).
In particular, the matrix coefficient is finite. Moreover, the continuation moduli spaces are invariant under the deck transformations, so f is linear over the Novikov ring. Finally, the above estimate establishes shows that f is well defined over K ′ since C is constant. We define g in the reverse direction in the same way. The fact that f and g are chain maps is standard. We construct chain homotopies between f • g, g • f and the respective identities in the usual way with no new ideas required beyond what was needed in the definition of f, g.
That the continuation and product maps are well defined under monotonicity hypotheses is essentially the same argument by theorems 6.4 and 6.6. That f, g commute with the product and continuation maps follows by a standard argument applying theorems 6.4 and 6.6 respectively.
Proof of Theorem 6.2
We start by describing the family of functions H ρ a,g . The choice of g fixes a radial coordinate. We will consider smooth functions which, up to a sufficiently small perturbation, are globally of the form h(|p|), for appropriate h to be determined in the following. Let ℓ 0 be the period of the shortest non-magnetic geodesic on (T * (M), g). Let a ∈ R + be in the complement of that period spectrum. Let h a : R + → R + be, piecewise smooth, monotone increasing and satisfy that h is
ℓ 0 on a the interval [1, 2] and h The proof of Theorem 6.2 will rely on the following two technical Lemmas whose proof we postpone for later in the section.
Lemma 7.1. For every δ > 0 there is an ǫ > 0 with the following significance. For some ρ ≥ 0 let x :
Remark 7.2. The crucial point in Lemma 7.1 is the independence of the constant ǫ on ρ.
We shall need the following variation which is a corollary.
Corollary 7.3. For every magnetic form σ and any δ > 0 there is a ρ 0 and ǫ with the following significance. Let x : S 1 → T * N satisfy E H ρ ,J,ωσ (x) < ǫ then there is an ω 0 -periodic orbit x 0 of H ρ for which
Proof. The constant ℓ 0 can be chosen so that on the intermediate region there is a lower bound on the energy of any loop. Thus, for ǫ small enough, the assumption E H ρ ,J,ωσ (x) < ǫ implies that x is contained either in B ρ 1 or in B ρ 3 . If x is contained in B ρ 1 , the inequality further implies that the gradient of H ρ with respect to ω σ is arbitrarily small depending on ǫ, and thus x is arbitrarily close to a critical point of H ρ . For x in B ρ 3 and ρ large enough, the inequality E H,J,ωσ (x) < ǫ implies the inequality E H,J,ω 0 (x) < 2ǫ. To see this, by Lemma 2.5 we have that the magnetic correction to the flow of |p| = e r has decaying norm with respect to conical metrics. The claim thus follows from Lemma 7.1.
Lemma 7.4. For any ǫ > 0 there are constants a, δ depending on H 0 and J only such that the following holds. For any ρ > 0 and any continuation trajectory u from σ 0 to σ 1 we have
Proof of Theorem 6.2. In what follows, observe that near infinity X H scales like the distance while π * σ scales like the inverse of the distance squared. Thus, expressions like |ι X H π * σ| ∞ or X H,p |π * σ p | are bounded uniformly and in fact decay as the inverse of the distance.
For ǫ > 0, let A ǫ ⊂ R consist of values s such that E(u(s, ·)) ≥ ǫ. Let B ǫ ⊂ R consist of values whose distance from A ǫ is at most a(ǫ) where a is the constant determined by ǫ according to Lemma 7.4 . From Lemma 7.4 we have for the Lebesgue measure µ that
One uses Floer's equation to establish the inequality
Let C = R \ B ǫ . We need to control C×S 1 u * ω σ . The number of components of C is bounded by E J (U)/δ. Let C 0 be a component of C. Fix a constant δ 1 . For any s ∈ C 0 we have that E(u(s)) < ǫ. Thus, by Corollary 7.3 and by making ǫ small enough, we may assume that, for ρ large enough, u maps C 0 into the δ 1 -tubular neighborhood of some periodic orbit γ of H ρ with respect to ω = ω 0 . We can take this neighborhood to be the pre-image under π of a tubular neighborhood of π(γ) where σ is exact with a primitive α. Note that projections of periodic orbits depends on a but not on ρ. Thus there is a uniform estimate on π * α which is independent of ρ. Consider the function f = ι X H π * α. Then |df | is scaling invariant outside a compact set and so decays like the inverse of the distance. Denote the components of ∂C 0 by γ 0 , γ 1 . By Stokes Theorem we have
To complete the proof note that by the observations concerning the scaling behaviors of X H , σ and α, we have that C 1 (ρ) → 1 and C 2 (ρ) → 0 as ρ → ∞. This concludes the proof.
Remark 7.5. The proof of Theorem 6.2 is robust under sufficiently small (compactly supported) time dependent perturbations. In fact, on the unit disc bundle it suffices to require that H ρ be equal to some fixed C 2 small Hamiltonian. On the other hand, even in the compact case, when varying the symplectic structure one can only obtain the required apriori energy estimates for Hamiltonians which are small enough relative to the perturbation of the symplectic form. Thus, it is to be expected that besides linearity near infinity one must further restrict the behavior of the Hamiltonian in a neighborhood of the zero section.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. For this let a 1 ≤ a 2 , let f : R 2 → [0, 1] be a zigzag function as in the proof of Theorem 3.14 and let f s 0 (s, t) := f (s + s 0 , t). Let g x 0 : R × T * M → [0, 1] be defined by g s 0 (s, p) = f s 0 (s, |p|) and let H s 0 be an s dependent Hamiltonian defined by
In order for the proof of Theorem 6.2 to go through, we need to interpolate in such a way that ι X H π * σ ∞ can be made arbitrarily small. We can choose f so that ∂ t f is supported in t > a for a arbitrarily large. It is straight forward that this give the required control. 
Proof. Let ǫ be the radius of injectivity of the normal exponential to x 0 . Suppose (16) does not hold. By Cauchy-Schwartz there is a sequence
. We will show that we have
By standard ODE theory this implies that v n converges to a 1-periodic solution v to the differential equatioṅ
Moreover, the vertical component of v(t) does not vanish identically. Denote by ψ t the flow of X H . Let v(t 0 ) have non-vanishing vertical component and let v 0 := dψ
since both satisfy the same differential equation with the same initial condition. In particular, dψ 1 v 0 = v 0 contradicting the non-degeneracy of x 0 . It remains to prove Equation (17) . We havė
This goes to 0 by the assumption, completing the proof.
Proof of Lemma 7.1. Since a is not in the period spectrum and the metric is conical, any loop with E H 0 -energy less than a given constant is contained a priori in some compact set. Thus there are constants c and ǫ satisfying the inequality of the lemma for H 0 . It remains to show that these constants are good for H ρ for any ρ ≥ 0. Let x satisfy E H ρ (x) ≤ ǫ. For ǫ small enough this implies x is contained either in B ρ 1 or B ρ 2 . In the first case, the claim is clear. In the second case, x is conjugate via scaling by e −ρ to the loop x 0 := e −ρ x such that E H 0 (x 0 ) < e −2ρ ǫ. So there is a periodic orbit x 1 for which according to (16) 
. Scaling back up, we get the estimate
, which is the required estimate.
Proof of Lemma 7.4. We rely on the following property of Floer trajectories which is stated in [37] for the case of closed symplectic manifolds. There are constants and c such that
Br(s,t)
Strictly speaking, to apply this to our setting we need to first verify a few things. First we need to show that such constants exist in our non-compact setting. For this note that estimate (19) can be deduced from the corresponding mean value inequality for J-holomorphic curves established in [29] . Namely, if v is a J-holomorphic curve in a geometrically bounded manifold we have
for appropriate constants. The estimate (19) can be deduced from this by the Gromov trick as in Definition 3.5 and the discussion right after. The constants in the mean value inequality of [29] depend on the sectional curvature and the C 2 norm of J, all with respect to the metric determined by ω and J. We thus need to establish the corresponding bounds on the geometry of the metric determined by the Gromov trick. This is essentially done in the the first half of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We also need to verify that for fixed H 0 , the constants and c are independent of H ρ . For this note that in [24] it is shown that the sectional curvature of the Gromov metric is controlled by that of the underlying manifold and the C 2 norm of H. The latter decreases under rescaling.
Having established the mean value inequality (19) with uniform constants, we prove the lemma. In a form more suitable to our applications we may write
for r ≤ 1. Given ǫ > 0 as in the lemma, let a = min{1,
}. Without loss of generality E H ρ ,J,σs (u(s); [s − a, s + a] × S 1 ) < for otherwise we are done. Then plugging into (20) we get
The lemma thus holds with δ = 4ǫ πa 2 .
8. Applications
8.1.
Vanishing and the Hofer-Zehnder capacity. In [24] the first named author associates a non-Archimedean valued algebra SH * (M|K), the localized symplectic cohomology, to any compact subset K ⊂ M in a symplectic manifold M. This is the Floer homology of the function which is ∞ on the complement of K and 0 on K. It generalizes a construction by Cieliebak-Floer-Hofer [13] , and should be compared similar ideas of Venkatesh [42] and Varolgunes [41] . It can be computed as follows. Let H i be a monotone sequence of dissipative Hamiltonians converging to 0 on K and to ∞ outside of K. Then
The algebra SH * (M|K) with its valuation are independent of the choice of the sequence H i . To simplify the discussion, we assume the sequence H i as constructed as follows. Let H K : M → R + be a dissipative exhaustion function such that H −1
K (1) = ∂K, and H K has no periodic orbits of period ≤ 1. Such a function exists as shown in [24] . Namely, one takes a smoothing of the distance function to K and multiplies it by a small enough constant. Let h i : R + → (−ǫ, ∞) be a monotone sequence converging to 0 on [0, 1], to ∞ everywhere else and such that h ′ = 1 on (2, ∞). Then we take
Given any smooth dissipative Hamiltonian H, there is a natural valuation decreasing map
Given a family of dissipative Hamiltonians H which is closed with respect to addition, we get an induced map
This is a map of rings which is unital. In particular, Lemma 8.1. Let H as above, and suppose SH
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of unitality. To prove the theorem we first need to discuss spectral invariants for dissipative Hamiltonians. In [24] it was shown that there is a natural map H * (M; Λ univ ) → HF * (H) for any dissipative Hamiltonian H. Note that unlike in the compact case this map may not be an isomorphism. Nevertheless, this allows us to define the spectral invariant ρ(H; 1) which the valuation of the image of the unit of cohomology under this map. Unlike in the compact case, we may well have ρ(H; 1) = −∞. The spectral invariant is monotone on the sense that
Further, we have the following property for whose proof we refer to Usher's [40] . Theorem 8.5. Suppose SH * (T * M; ω σ ) = {0}. Then for any closed embedded ω σ -Lagrangian L ⊂ M there is a real number E such that for any ω σ -tame roughly conical almost complex structure J, we have that L either bounds a non-constant J-holomorphic disk or meets a non-constant J-holomorphic sphere.
one boundary puncture. This maps commute with continuation maps. Thus defining HF * (L, L) = lim n HF * (L, L; H n ) we get an induced map claimed. It is standard to show that this is a unital algebra map.
A particular consequence is that HF * (L, L) = 0. On the other hand, there is a PSS-homomorphism of Λ σ -modules H * (L; Λ σ ) → HF * (L, L) which under the current assumption is an isomorphism implying in particular that HF * (L, L) = 0. This contradiction implies the claim.
If one is willing to take on board the machinery of [20] in our setting, we can make the following statement. Note that with this weakened condition, the proof of Theorem 3.8 goes through with only slight changes. Namely, it suffices to apply monotonicity near the ∂K i .
In the following let H be the family of dissipative Hamiltonians H for which there are constants c 1 , c 2 with c 1 |p| < H(p, q) < c 2 |p|. Note that H is independent of the choice of metric. Proof. We start by observing that by Viterbo's theorem, for the ordinary geodesic flow we have SH * ,a (T * N; H, ω 0 ) = 0. By Theorem 5.1 we can compute SH * ,a (T * N; H, ω 0 ) using a Floer complex defined via the magnetic dynamics, albeit with certain twisted coefficients. We refer hence to the ω σ flow for any Hamiltonian mentioned in this proof. Suppose the conclusion of the Theorem does not hold. Then there is a t 0 > 0 for which H(t) contains no ω σ periodic orbit representing a whenever t > t 0 . We can then compute SH * ,a (T * N; H, ω 0 ) using a sequence of Hamiltonians of the form h i • H which are constructed as follows. Assume first that iH is dissipative for all i. Then we take h i so that h ′ i | [0,t 0 ] is so small that h i • H has no periodic orbits representing a, and such that h ′ i = i near infinity. This sequence is cofinal in H. Moreover it is non-degenerate for a. Since it has no periodic orbits representing a, the twisted symplectic cohomology must vanish.
We now remove the assumption on dissipativity of iH. Instead we take h ′ i = i on every even interval contained in R + \[0, t 0 ] and h ′ i = 0 on every odd interval. We perturb slightly to smooth. The corresponding H i is automatically dissipative when paired with a uniformly isoperimetric J since on the odd intervals we get the ordinary J-holomorphic equation. Moreover, since we are considering a non-trivial a, these Hamiltonians remain non-degenerate. Thus the statement holds for any H ∈ H. n. Thus the function h i is constant an infinite sequence of intervals of length 1/2. The functions H i := h i • H are thus dissipative as in proof of the previous theorem. The sequence H i is cofinal in H and none of the Hamiltonians is the sequence have a periodic orbit representing a, even after a slight perturbation to make them smooth. In particular, the twisted symplectic cohomology must vanish. This contradiction implies the claim.
